Cyber security awareness does not
end in October
You must ensure that your workforce is well equipped and aware
of the ever-present danger that faces your organisation. Whilst
Cyber Awareness Month is a great start, the conversation needs
to continue all year-round so that you can avoid financial and
reputational damage.

Cyber
Security
Showcase
Week
In review

ISF Analysts alongside BlueVoyant, IRONSCALES, OneTrust and
Tenable took to the stage this October to cover the hottest topics in
cyber security. We encourage you to share these available on-demand
webinars to raise awareness and strengthen cyber resilience within
your organisation.
Explore the key takeaways and on-demand resources available to you.

What did our attendees say?

Cyber for All: Why cyber is for everyone
Steve Dobson, ISF

“Great overview given. Gives me some new
numbers I can share with management and some
inspiration regarding awareness.”

Explore the Cyber
Awareness Month
resource hub

– Attendee feedback

The Future CISO: Securing the digital
organisation of tomorrow
Paul Watts and Mark Ward, ISF

“Thank you! This was amazing and I’ll be passing
it on to many of our clients and stakeholders. I
really appreciate the candid, intelligent discussion
balanced with great humour.”

– Attendee feedback

Countering Supply Chain Attacks – Where Next?
Benoit Heynderickx, ISF, and guest Elli Tsiala,
ABN AMRO

“Speakers are very knowledgeable. Got the insight
of the topic and understand the process being
followed at other organisations. Will definitely be
helpful in improving our processes.”

– Attendee feedback

4.6/5

Average rating

1690

Total attendees

58

Live questions
answered

Our top takeaways
Start raising cyber awareness in your organisation:
–

In 2021, over 90% of security
incidents were caused by
human error or negligent
behaviour.

–
–
–
–

recognise that information is a key asset

passwords and backups are extremely important

take care with email – attackers need someone to click

do not be afraid to call tech support if you make a mistake

test your incident response plans.

Stay safe with these top resources from the ISF >>

This complexity means you need to:

66% of ISF Members have over
1,000 suppliers, and 16%
have over 20,000.

–
–
–
–
–

triage your suppliers by level of criticality

regularly assess your most critical suppliers

verify controls with risk assessments

build the right security requirements into contracts

have visibility over all your suppliers.

Rise to the supplier risk challenge
with ISF support >>

To become a trusted advisor to the business you should:
–

As CISOs extend their influence,
what qualities do future
security leaders need?

–
–
–
–

have a forward-thinking strategic focus in place

hone your social, interpersonal and written skills

demonstrate you can balance risk and reward

take time to anticipate regulatory change

be tenacious and find your voice!

React, grow and prosper in uncertain times by
becoming a next-generation CISO >>

Interested in becoming an ISF Member?

Protect your information security with leading insight, tools and events.

Get in touch >>
How can you get involved?

The ISF global and digital programme offers a wide range of sponsorship packages allowing you to showcase your technology
and service solutions to global business leaders and security professionals.

Get in touch >>
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